Keeping wide area networks in a reliable mode, and evaluating their reliability is an essential task for network managers. Redundancy in components and communication links in networks is used to provide reliability. In this paper fault tree model is used to evaluate the reliability of an operational network. This analysis is a hierarchical and logical model of undesirable events of the system that is based on all possible combinations of its basic and intermediate events. Since there is often uncertainty in the estimation of failure probability of system components and communication links have been considered as a fuzzy system, and we have evaluated the system fault tree based on indefinite SNMP protocol by means of the fuzzy logic. We have described our methodology by means of a small case study and presented our results.
Introduction
Due to increasing use of communication networks and ease of communication in today's world , organizations, companies and particularly commercial sector would like to provide their services in geographically distributed location. Such a network provider link between headquarter and distributed branches enabling to use shared resources. In business and safety-critical system like ticket reservation and banking networks. the establishment of a stable and reliable connection between the system node is required. System designers employ redundancy methods to ensure sufficient reliability for their system .the use of passive redundancy and spare standby
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is a powerful problem solving methodology with many applications in embedded control and information processing. Fuzzy provides a remarkably simple way to draw definite conclusions from vague, ambiguous or imprecise information. With fuzzy logic, propositions can be represented with degrees of "completely true" and "completely false". In a sense, fuzzy logic resembles human decision making with its ability to work from approximate data and find precise solutions. It can be implemented in hardware, software, or a combination of both.
System Description
In this paper Considering components and network communications as a system. System inputs will be obtained by using fuzzy inputs extracted from SNMP protocol and on the other hand system output represents status of network communication (Link State). Therefore, the system can be modeled as Figure (1 
Figure (1).System description
Basic events are extracted from SNMP protocol, SNMP data cannot be used as definite inputs into network fault tree model because they have not a sharp boundary to describe link states. basic events are represented as fuzzy input. In the following sub setting, fuzzy inputs and outputs and system rules are defined.
3-1. Membership Functions of System Inputs
The system has 3 inputs (bandwidth usage, packet lost and resource usage). In fact sufficient bandwidth is necessary for communication and data transmission. Percentage of bandwidth usage versus total bandwidth can be represented based on membership function of Figure ( 2). Using maximum bandwidth of link can increase the number of packets lost and makes a bottleneck at that point of network [7] . 
Figure (2).Bandwidth membership function
Packet lost is the other scale that occurs whenever noise happens in line or lack of bandwidth and can be formed with membership function Figure ( 3). Obviously, if the number of packet lost increase to hundred percent, it means that the network communication is disconnected [8] . Extra using of resources in single point of failures can make fault of components and make network disconnect, so the amount of CPU and RAM usage in switches and routers is important and will be obtained by the SNMP protocol. In this paper, resource usage can be represented with membership function Figure 
Figure (4). Resource usage membership function
Pay attention that more detailed measures such as RTD can be analyzed for more complex Network structure through the network protocols but for ease of expression we omitted those criteria.
3-2. Membership Function of System Output
Conditions of network communication can be presented based on the probability of failure of communication links and can be showed with membership functions Figure 
3-3. Fuzzy Rules
Rules associate ideas and relate one event to another. Fuzzy rules also operate using a series of ifthen statements, For instance, if X then A. Fuzzy rules are used to fuzzy logic mimics the crucial ability of the human mind to summarize data and focus on decision-relevant information. In fact, they represented relationship between input membership functions and output membership function. Fuzzy rules of described system have showed in the Table (1) [4] . 
System Analysis

4-1.Fault Tree
A system fault tree is a hierarchical and logical model of a system to find out the probability of its top event based on failure-rate probability of its basic and intermediate events. Also it is a graphical diagram that represented the top event in system based on and intermediate and basic events. Basic and intermediate events are related to each other with logic gates (AND, OR) and make the major system fault. Therefore, a fault tree can be a set of events and logic gates that forms an inverted tree which the major system fault is located on its top. Figure (5 
Figure (6).sample fault tree
To evaluate the probability of top event (vice versa system reliability), we must obtain probability of basic and intermediate events based on the logical relationships (AND/OR) between them and the tree structure, through the following two equations. Regarding to the following equations, top event probability of tree in Figure ( 6) can be obtained based on the inputs E1 and E2 [2] .
(1)
We evaluate probability of top event by using the above equations as following
4-2. Drawing the System Fault Tree
As Figure (7) is observed, this network has a two-level hierarchical structure which communication between different levels with each other is established by parallel links and components (switches and routers).
Figure (7).Network topology
Considering network structure, any fault in equipment and communication links between the headquarter and each branch considered as the network components fault, that will lead to undesirable event or the network disconnect. In order to network fault tree analysis, the occurrence of a top event in the network will be shown based on fault in components and communication links. Top event occurring in the fault tree can be divided into two intermediate events through OR logic, on the left side of tree, fault in communications between headquarter and zone center are considered and on the right side faults in communications between zone center and branch are considered. Both of these mentioned communications formed based on parallel links. On the other hand, each time both of these parallel links that are between headquarter and zone center or zone center and branch failed, these mentioned communications are disconnected, in result, fault in each of these communications can be caused by fault in both parallel links and shown by AND logic in fault tree. Finally, fault in each mentioned parallel link can be caused by three basic events (bandwidth usage, packet lost, resource usage), and this information will be obtained by the network protocols. Notice that the network fault tree analysis can be considered in more details but in this paper for ease of expression we omitted those details. In result network fault tree is going to show in Figure ( 
Evaluation of the Network Reliability
Today, the use of fuzzy logic is increasing in systems with indefinite input which are capable of modeling by human knowledge, For example to improve fault tree analysis in such systems with uncertainty in their inputs, it is suggested fault tree analysis to be done by using fuzzy logic. We defined the system and fault tree in the previous section, after that, bottom level of fault tree considered by fuzzy input and membership function between zero and one. Also after considering the bottom level of tree as fuzzy system and apply rules on the fuzzy inputs to find the fuzzy output, then fuzzy output should be converted to de-fuzzy value to use in top level of fault tree.
5-1. Overview
As mentioned, because basic events are indefinite , fuzzy logic should be used in bottom level of tree. In order to analyses fault tree by fuzzy logic, at first basic events are converted to its fuzzy value by meaning of membership functions. Then apply proposed rules on the fuzzy inputs to find the fuzzy output. After those, results of bottom level of tree are defuzzificated by Larsen/Mirror method and those results are the probability of basic events that can be used in top level of tree to evaluate probability of top event [10] . For a better understanding of words, an example is provided.
In a network, obtained data from SNMP protocols for a communication link and its components are as follows. Packet loss = 27% , Bandwidth usage = 40% , Resource usage = 50% Because above data are indefinite, the fuzzy method is used to calculate the fuzzy input value in membership function of Figure (9 
Figure (10).Link State Membership Function
Then, we evaluate crisp value of fuzzy output by using the above output membership function and following equations as a probability of basic event.
, , → probability of basic event =
After finding probability of basic event by above method. We evaluate probability of top level of tree based on basic rules of probability that already described. Equation of top event probability in network fault tree can be expressed as follows.
Assuming that basic event probability of all communication links in network fault tree are equaled to `above probability value obtained(0.214). by placing this non fuzzy values in above Equation, top event probability can be obtained, and after that by subtracting one from top event probability we have network reliability .the process described till now is showing by the following equations. ,
Conclusion
As was expressed, Keeping networks in a reliable mode and evaluating their reliability is an essential task for network managers. In order to evaluate the reliability of network communication we use fault tree model. On the other hand data obtained by the SNMP protocol are indefinite and are used in determining the basic event probability .in many cases there is often uncertainty in the estimation of failure probability of network components and communication links, so network communication has been considered as a fuzzy system , and indefinite information such as bandwidth usage, packets lost and the components resource usage are considered as fuzzy inputs in this system, then we use obtained fuzzy values of the basic events, in order to evaluating network reliability by meaning of network fuzzy fault tree.
